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The purpose of this thesis is to provide research, supporting paperwork, production 
photographs, and other materials that document the scenic design process for The 
Cunning Little Vixen by the University of Maryland – College Park, Maryland Opera 
Studio. This thesis contains the following: scenic research images that express the 
play, and location, and inspiration that helped develop a common emotional 
vocabulary with the production team; preliminary sketches; photographs of the ¼” 
scale model; a full set of drafting plates and paint elevations used to communicate the 
design to the technical director and the paint charge; a prop list with research 
supporting, in detail, what is needed for hand props, set dressing, and consumable 
pieces for the prop master; and an epilogue of the continuing transformation of this 
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The Cunning Little Vixen is a story of a young vixen in a world full of 
misunderstanding but having an adamant confidence in being. The world that is 
created from the script elaborates on many scenarios of human hierarchy, animal 
hierarchy, as well as the blending of the two worlds and how the different beings 
interact with each other. The play takes place over many seasons and even reveals 
how there is a generational life that thrives in this setting. The opera has an ominous 
but liberating score that encompasses the atmosphere as if each instrument is an 
animal itself. The orchestra makes an ambiance of adventure as we follow a young 
vixen through her life of becoming herself and inevitably her demise of being 
different. This story has a theme of societal clashing where different rules of living 
clash in hopes to inspire the seeking of understanding and the acknowledgment of 
others. 
To harbor and highlight these themes, we created a flexible world within 
indescribable time. Setting this story in a dystopian future brings a specified tension 
to the piece by elaborating on time passing and seeing the time approaching rather 
than focusing on one period. This also allowed a freedom in selecting materials that 
are stylized and in a world that is familiar to our own but not exact. Creating an 
environment that can shift its focus from being more human-like or more animal-like 
communicated this point. There was a direct correlation of how one influenced the 





The set needed to facilitate the audience following these chaotic stories deeper 
and deeper into the forest and so having the environment twist, swing, expand and 
close in on itself was an exciting life to bring onto the stage as we build and clear 
away detritus to find the farm house, or build an awning from spare wood and tattered 
fabric to accent an animal wedding. The fluidity was key in these transitions as the 
score provides long musical interludes that allow for movement and short transitions 
that require an immediate turn of the lights.  
After a long emotional journey of an overwhelming environment, the opera 
concludes with a powerful build of the music as the cast reflects on this new need to 
understand. The set is still recognizable as the same structure but modified as if it has 
been through a life throughout the story. There is a final breath as the world has been 
expanded and dressing has been ripped, removed and thrown down to reveal new 






PRE – PRODUCTION PROCESS 
1.1 INITIAL MEETING 
The very first meeting for The Cunning Little Vixen took place on May 15, 
2019 with the first intended performance scheduled to open on April 3, 2020. This 
initial meeting was scheduled in hopes that the creative team will better familiarize 
themselves with the director, Amanda Console, while learning about each other as 
collaborators and as artists who will be my closest allies for the next eleven months. 
Bringing our portfolios to the table helped me gain an insight to how my fellow 
designers solve problems that arise in a play, on renderings as well as practical 
solutions to their products. As we spoke, Amanda was already pulling from our 
strengths as individual designers; the abundance of color in most of Lauren Gallop’s 
portfolio, and the humor in the details from Austin Blake Conlee’s Renderings. This 
was an important first step in understanding each other’s thought processes and 
identifying what tools we have as team that Amanda is looking forward to using.  
Diving into the play, Amanda lead with strong ideas, each one different from 
the next. Practical items that we discussed was having the opera be sung in Czech and 
not in English. She elaborated conceptually on using the ‘Pussy Riot Movement’ as a 
great modern representation of how she sees the vixen. Elaborating further, she also 
wanted to keep this idea of gentrification and how establishments overrun by a genre 
of people will inevitably modify the environment they inhabit. These impulses lead us 
to discuss the period being a fluid dystopian future. Hearing about how she saw each 
character’s role in this environment was helpful in organizing each scene in more 





tended to have a movement language of clearing away items to make space for their 
world while animals had an organic and blissful freedom that would coincide with 
others but prompt the reaction to balance the chaos. The language that developed 
from this was clear; the world will be a manifestation of balance between humans and 
nature in a dystopian future. 
I was tasked to create a container that can not only be modified, but express 
the repetition of societies past, being transformed, built and repurposed again. The 
opera requires many locations, including the farm, an inn as well as an expansive 
forest that we see over many seasons, so there is also a specificity that comes with 
how and where the space is modified. Characters would be aiding with transitions, 
rather than the facilitated theatre automation, because they are manipulating the world 







1.2 RESEARCH MEETING 
The design team brought in research images prompted by the opera, impulses, and 
what is discussed in the initial meeting. Research allows ideas to come forward as a 
visual response to provoke and solidify the ideas of the piece. Amanda reached out 
before the initial research meeting to suggest images relating to crafted environments. 
I collected art installations that showed chaotic environments that have been crafted, 
destroyed and repurposed in its own way (Figure1). This prompted the idea of nature 
having the same movement language (Figure 2-4). Expanding on the idea of nature 
being manifested from a human world I gathered images of forests being invaded by 
time sensitive events in juxtaposition to gentrified areas (Figure 7). This meeting also 
required a large net to be cast on locations to find out what really defines an indoor 
and outdoor space in a period environment as well as a nonspecific environment 
(Figure 5, 8) The decision was made to manifest a world created similarly to the art 
installations. It was important that the materials be building materials and not actual 







































































 Sketches are a condensed idea in response to the research meetings depicting 
specific images modified in favor of the design. The scenic sketches inspired by the 
research not only expand on new ideas compositionally but for the other collaborators 
and I to specify what we want to express directly without the filter of another 
persons’ interpretation. Sketching also opens my thought process and how this opera 
transitioned emotionally. Thumbnail sketches made it very easy to have quick 
responses and reactions from Amanda on how she would use each space uniquely and 
explored practical ideas in a quicker way.  
 The initial sketch that started us on our journey (Figure 12) was what I 
presented to Amanda after solidifying the needs of the opera. Her response to the 
space was positive because it included all the environmental and emotional 
descriptions stated in the previous research meetings, however it was a practical issue 
on how to use the space to facilitate each scene seamlessly. This rendering seemed so 
static, and solid in one location that transitioning through what wants to be a massive 
space would be a challenge. So, to find out where we can extrapolate on this sketch 
that feels correct but doesn’t work the way we wanted, I showed Amanda my 
thumbnails (Figures 10-11) and the many practical avenues we could explore. She 
chose two practical approaches that we would explore in more detail; a rotating 
sculpture, and an expansive container. 
 I returned with new sketches, now factoring in the theatre, (Figure 13-15) and 
because of the expansive quality that we need to convey the endless cycle of nature 














































  The model is built in ¼” scale of the actual Kay theatre and is a more 
tangible representation of the set. At this point in the process, it was necessary to take 
the rendering and make a space in 3D. Referencing my research of textures and the 
chaotic nature of the environments that Amanda favored, made making a model 
essential. We had check-in meetings that questioned the materials that these shapes 
and textures are made from. Initially when making a bash, it needs to be clarified that 
we can decide a material after we establish the shape and intention for the space.  
While building the model, I discovered the need for perforated materials, solid 
structures with decay, more levels to explore and the ability for the space to be moved 
as if we are traveling through a space. I incorporated the decaying and perforated 
structures in an enclosed formation while consistently referencing the claustrophobic 
nature of the immersive experience research while placing each unique piece. The 
key features that I need to keep from the sketch are the ceiling, having an ambiguous 
language of weather it is being lifted or falling, as well as the contrast of large 
“human world” structures and the chaotic line of nature detritus over growing. From 
this point, I picked out where I wanted the space to open from and to reveal this 
expansiveness that is necessary for our emotional journey in the piece. I incorporated 
an off-center turntable that swings a multilevel cluster of our stylized “trees” to 
change the balance of the whole composition on stage as it turns from one side to the 
other. To expand on that movement, I added more air to the space by adding moving 
walls that slide on and offstage to convey a claustrophobic beginning, to an expansive 





After presenting the model, I got to see Amanda react and play with the space. 
Now having tangible items to move within this model box, new ideas emerged from 
how the characters can manipulate the materials as well as how we could transition 
from scene to scene. However, we found that there was an issue of focus 
compositionally and would it distract the viewer. I needed to shift the overall 
composition of the foreground to be emerging from stage left and then cantilever as it 
recedes in the space to better establish a focal point (Figure 20-25). 
The final model adjustments came during the production process (Figure 26-
32) to better facilitate what would be built for special reasons and to establish a scene 
breakdown. This model was not “dressed” as elaborately of chaotically so that 
























































































































THE PRODUCTION PROCESS 
2.1 DRAFTING AND COSTOUT 
The next step was to render the sketches and model as organized plans. The 
drafting portion was intimidating trying to compose such a chaotic and organic 
sculpture into a calculated and clean drawing of instruction. The ground plan (Figure 
33) was straightforward because it indicated where the larger structures and legs 
would sit on the floor. I shifted these parts in the space to accommodate accurate 
sightlines. The section was also detailed to communicate what borders would have to 
be added in response to placing a ceiling in the space. 
As discussions arose about the practicality of levels and structure, there was a 
very fluid conversation on how flexible this design was. The main levels that were 
built on the turntable were drafted to be thin sheets of walkable area with the note of 
“add supports where needed,” (Figure 38). With constant conversation between the 
shop and I, this process made it seem as if I was designing with carpenters as well. 













































































2.2 PAINT ELEVATIONS 
Paint elevations are created to communicate how the set should be painted to 
the scenic paint charge (Figures 44-47). The charge uses these elevations to cost out 
the paint needed to complete the set as well as develop samples in how to execute 
these applications. With the help of digital brushes and stamps on photoshop, I was 
able to create the desired texture of the environment. The scenic charge reaches out 





























2.3 PROPERTIES LIST 
 A Properties list (Figure 48-53) is created to request what props are needed in 
the opera and to specify quantity, description and organization of each prop. This list 
was created in collaboration closely with Amanda to facilitate character choices. The 
properties master references this list when itemizing each prop. Items that are built, 
borrowed and bought are specified to enable a more concise cost-out. 










































2.4 PROPERTIES BOOK 
A Properties book contains a more detailed description of each prop as well as 
accompanies the prop with additional research and reference images. It also includes 
details about set dressing as well as a detailed explanation on how the prop is being 
used and, if asked, who is using the prop. This book is created with the director to add 
any specification necessary for the props needed. There is a preface in this book to 
help the properties master also make stylized decisions while gathering, buying and 













































































































































































Reflecting on this process, and focusing on the product that we achieved, I 
believe that the show would have been a success. The conversations between the 
director and other areas were not only cohesive mentally but visually as well. I found 
myself excited and inspired finding the humor and details by putting myself in the 
perspective of the humans or the animals, additionally, finding out where those lines 
blurred. The concept that we all manifested was part of our impulses when solving 
design issues and it was an easy enough language that, the shops got involved with 
their ideas as well. 
After there was a model built, the production process was very concise and 
successful but getting to this point had some flaws. In the initial meetings, there were 
so many ideas that there was not ever a preference discussed. In the initial meetings 
there was a platform where every idea was valuable but because each impulse was so 
different from the next, it was hard to narrow down each concept until the model was 
presented as a solidified idea. A discovery from this collaboration process was 
revealed: I would assume that everything that people say in our meetings is truly what 
they mean. There was a moment when Amanda would describe her idea, and to better 
understand I would attempt to repeat it back to her, and she would tell me that’s not 
what she meant. This is the moment when I found it helpful to continue repeating her 
ideas back to her, to interrogate whether I am misinterpreting her words or weather 
she means what she is saying. This issue was the result of many reiterations of 
sketches and special ideas. I am proud of what the design became as well as the 





There were constant conversations that kept everyone on the same page and enough 
fresh ideas to keep the project motivated.  
This project has had one of the most fluid processes; everyone was involved 
in every decision in a seamless way. Each creative team member and even some 
production members, had a voice to create this environment and it was just as flexible 








As the set was being loaded in, Covid-19 began to take effect and brought this 
process so a skidding halt. There are multiple pieces that were loaded onto the stage 
and started to fil the space only confirming the grand scale of how powerful this show 
was going to be. The University of Maryland campus transitioned to an online 
platform for continuing work, but any organized performances were canceled.  
 There is now a plan to salvage the items we have access to and combine them 
into an online experience. This positive outlook on this production hopefully will 
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